
Thank you for your interest in my Jellyfish sculpture. The Jellyfish series is a collection of
one-of-a-kind sculptures individually hand-crafted with blown glass bodies and neon 
tentacles. Their size varies from 12"-16" at the widest diameter and 30"-36" in overall 
height.

The Jellyfish are designed to be suspended by a fine, clear acrylic-coated stainless steel
cable which can be provided in any length.  They are illuminated entirely by neon, with the
neon transformer enclosed within the glass body.  The transformer is powered by a 12volt
AC adaptor which plugs into any standard 110 volt electrical outlet and connects to the 
Jellyfish via a 12 volt DC  quick disconnect. A 12 volt extension cord is also supplied.  
Power supplies are also available to match overseas voltage requirements.

All electrical components as well as the neon tubes come with a one year warranty 
against failure.  Our experience with the neon transformers has been excellent with only 
rare failures.  In addition, they perform quietly with no hum or buzz and will not interfere 
with telephones, radio or television.

The Jellyfish  are professionally packaged for shipping and are double-boxed. Shipping is
available worldwide. The neon tentacles are shipped separately from the bodies to reduce
breakage.  They are easily reassembled with no tools required and easy-to-follow 
instructions are provided.  In the event of breakage of the neon tentacles, they can be 
easily replaced.  Each Jellyfish is individually numbered and records are kept of each 
Jellyfish so that matching replacements can be provided.

The Jellyfish sculptures are essentially maintenance-free requiring only occasional 
dusting.  Their luminous quality enhances any environment in an exciting and uniquely 
beautiful display.  Designed to remain on at all times, the Jellyfish can be anticipated to 
provide years of trouble-free enjoyment.

Please note:
 The Jellyfish and additional work can be seen on my web site: www.Ehlenberger.com
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